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Key: Reflection (Based on Danish Practice) 
 

Reflecting is an investigation of impressions and experiences where new possibilities appear. 

Stenhouse mentions a set of tools that can focus reflection on the subject “inclusion” for a 

group or for a single child: 

 Question your own teaching and pedagogical practice in a systematical manner as a 

base for developing 

 Hold the skills necessary to study the way you practice teaching and learning 

 Focus, question and test theory using these skills 

Furthermore, the individual teacher and the social educator must be willing to let others 

observe their teaching or the pedagogical course with the intention of discussing it afterwards. 

In inclusive education of children aged 0 to 8, we use a model of reflection for children in 

daycare centers and schools. It is not a planning model. This model adds to social educators 

or teachers own didactic it is based on a broad view of didactics, with a basis in a critical 

humanist perception of science. It can contribute to the main categories of teaching and 

learning. It should always be considered and seen in the context of a social educators and 

teacher’s professional role in relation to a child. 

Working with the model should always start with the category of “learning conditions” or 

need. This category is particularly important because it focuses on the child’s mental, 

physical and social potential. It also includes problems that the child could have in various 

areas related to the current teaching and learning methods he or she may be exposed to 

when being included in daycare centers or schools. In order to explain this didactic reflection 

model it is essential to understand that the child and parents are the starting point for all the 

learning processes. Without insight into their social, mental or physical circumstances, there 

will be no learning. The teacher and educator must be factors of importance to children's 

learning. Laws and regulations in this area are also very important, and so is culture, 

management, time and professional facilities.  

The didactical relationship model by Hiim and Hippe 

 

 

To embrace the complexity in teaching and learning 
situations it is of utmost importance to focus on the 
children’s 

 Social, cultural, psychological and physical 
conditions of learning  

 Cultural, social and physical environment 

 Learning goals, Content, Learning Process, 
Assessment.  
 

All these issues will be used to adjust the didactic. If 
one e.g. wishes to include a child, inclusion must be 
incorporated in all categories 
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